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One of the most widely studied classes of torsion-free abelian groups of
finite rank is the class of classical Butler groups. A Butler group can be
viewed either as a pure subgroup of a completely decomposable group of
finite rank or an epimorphic image of such a group. Excellent sources for
w xthe basic properties of Butler groups are 9, 11, 12 of Arnold and
Vinsonhaler. Vinsonhaler has also suggested an investigation of possible
extensions to the theory of Butler groups to pure subgroups of A-
decomposable groups where A is a suitably chosen family of torsion-free
w xgroups of finite rank 12 . It is the goal of this paper to follow Vinsonhaler's
suggestion.
Given any family A of torsion-free abelian groups of finite rank, a
sequence 0 ª L ª M ª N ª 0 is called A-balanced if each member of A
 .is projective with respect to it. A group M is called finitely A-
 .  4decomposable if M ( [ A for some finite collection A fromi i I g II g I
A. Our definition of an A-Butler group is a group G that is an A-balanced
epimorphic image of a finitely A-decomposable group. When investigating
A-Butler groups, some limitations regarding the generality of A must be in
place in order to avoid inordinate restrictions on our class of A-Butler
w xgroups. In view of the discussion of A-decomposable groups in 10, 18, 5
we expect such limitations on A to be in the form of some pseudo-rigidity
conditions together with some conditions imposed on the endomorphism
rings of the elements of A.
 .Recall that the p-rank of a group G, r G , is dim GrpG, and ap Z p.
 .torsion-free group A is called a Murley group when r A F 1 for allp
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primes p. The group A is called irreducible if A has no proper pure fully
invariant subgroups. One of the more desirable features of a rank one
group A is that any epimorphism An ª B, with B torsion-free and
reduced, splits. Section 1 characterizes the torsion-free groups of finite
rank having this property. To summarize Theorem 1.1, an indecomposable
group A has the splitting property above precisely when A is an irre-
ducible Murley group.
Several other important properties of the class of irreducible indecom-
posable Murley groups are explored. Since an irreducible indecomposable
 .Murley group A is of the form X m E A for some subgroup X of Q and
 .qE A is also an irreducible indecomposable Murley group, we restrict our
discussion to the case that A is the class A of rank-1 modules over a ringR
R whose additive group is an irreducible indecomposable Murley group.
However, this restriction is not dictated by technical reasons since Proposi-
tion 2.9 shows that this actually is the most general choice for A if we want
to preserve the basic properties of Butler groups provided A contains a
minimal element.
In Section 2 we describe the A -Butler groups. Proposition 2.2 showsR
that the elements of A are of the form X m R where X is a rank-1R
group, allowing us to establish various characterizations of Butler groups
 .for A -Butler groups Theorem 2.7 . Most surprisingly, the A -ButlerR R
groups carry a natural R-module structure making them Butler R-
modules. Our final result uses Theorem 2.7 to relate the structure of
A -Butler groups to that of classical Butler groups by showing that theR
former are precisely the groups of the form R m B for some classical
 .Butler group B Theorem 2.10 .
1. ON THE EXISTENCE OF A-SOLVABLE GROUPS
 .Given an abelian group A, we define an adjoint pair H , T ofA A
 .functors between the categories of abelian groups and right E A -modules
 .  .  .by H G s Hom A, G for an abelian group G and T M s M m AA A E A.
 .for a right E A -module M. The natural maps associated with these
 .  .functors are u : T H G ª G and f : M ª H T M , respectively,G A A M A A
 .  . w  .x .which are defined by u a m a s a a and f m a s m m a for allG M
 .a g H G , m g M, and a g A. As always, the image of u in G isA G
 .denoted by S G .A
The class of all A-sol¨ able groups consists of those groups G for which
 .u is an isomorphism, while the finitely A-generated groups are thoseG
 .which are epimorphic images of a finite direct sum of copies of A. If A
w xis torsion-free, we have seen in 2 that every torsion-free A-generated
group is A-solvable if and only if A is homogeneous completely decom-
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posable. In this section we address the question: Which torsion-free groups
 .A have the property that the reduced cotorsion-free A-generated groups
are A-solvable? Our discussion will focus on the class of strongly homoge-
neous groups, where a torsion-free group A is strongly homogeneous if, for
any two rank-1 pure subgroups X and Y of A, there is an automorphism
of A sending X onto Y.
 .Recall, the p-rank A will be denoted by r A . The endomorphism ringp
w xof an indecomposable Murley group is a principal ideal domain 17 and
are therefore examples of generalized rank 1 groups}ie., abelian groups
whose endomorphism rings are semi-prime, right and left Noetherian, and
w xhereditary 1 . At this point we want to remind the reader that an
indecomposable Murley group A is strongly homogeneous if and only if it
w xis irreducible 9 . Moreover, if A is an irreducible indecomposable Murley
 .  .group, then r A s r U for all primes p and all pure rank-1 subgroupsp p
U of A, and so ArV is divisible for all non-zero pure subgroups V of A.
w xFinally, recalling the terminology from 9 , a group A is called p-simple for
 .  .a given prime p, if E A rpE A is a simple algebra. Below, A-balanced
 4  4and A-generated mean A -balanced and A -generated.
THEOREM 1.1. The following conditions are equi¨ alent for a torsion-free
abelian group A of finite rank:
 .a A is p-simple for all primes p for which pA / A, and
A ( B n1 [ ??? [ B nm where each B is an irreducible indecomposable1 m i
Murley group.
 . nb E¨ery pure-exact sequence A ª G ª 0 in which G is reduced,
splits.
 .  .c i A is a generalized rank 1 group.
 .ii E¨ery torsion-free reduced A-generated group is A-sol¨ able.
 .  .Proof. a « b . Let G be a torsion-free reduced group fitting into an
bn n6 iexact sequence A G ª 0 for some n - v. Set A s B and definei i
< nb Ain m6G by the sequence A G ª 0. Then G s  G . To show this sumi i i is1 i
w xis direct, suppose x g G l  G . Because A is p-simple, given ai j/ i j
prime p with pA / A, pB / B for exactly one index j. So x has infinitej j
p-height for all the primes p for which B / pB as an element of  G .i i j/ i j
On the other hand, x also has infinite p-height for all the primes p which
divide B since G is B -generated. Therefore, x belongs to the divisiblei i i
subgroup of G and must be zero. Therefore it suffices to show that
 ni.nB ª G splits. In consequence, assume that A is an irreduciblei i
indecomposable Murley group. By the remarks preceding the theorem, A
is a generalized rank 1 group. We first show that G is A-solvable.
Since G is A-generated, it remains to show that ker u s 0. ChooseG
m  .x g ker u , and write x s  a m a with a , . . . , a g H G andG is1 i i 1 m A
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a , . . . , a g A. As mentioned prior to the theorem, A is strongly homoge-1 m
neous. From the definition of strongly homogeneous, it is easy to check
 .that A s R m X for some X : Q and R s E A . Consequently, there is a
non-zero a g A and a non-zero integer k such that kx s f m a where
m  .f s  a r g H G . Since A is an indecomposable Murley group andis1 i i A
G is torsion-free, Arker a is divisible or a is one-to-one for every
 .0 / a g Hom A, G . The former case cannot occur since G is reduced;
hence all non-zero maps from A to G are one-to-one. In particular,
 . w xf a s 0 yields kx s 0. We showed in 1 that every generalized rank 1
group is faithfully flat as a module over its endomorphism ring. Therefore,
 .  .since H G is torsion-free as an abelian group, the group T H G isA A A
w xtorsion-free, and G is A-solvable. By 4 , an abelian group which is
 .faithfully flat as an E A -module is projective with respect to sequences
 .H bAn 6 .of A-solvable groups. Therefore, the induced sequence H AA
 .  .H G ª 0 is exact. Since A has finite rank, every E A -moduleA
 .which is torsion-free as an abelian group is torsion-free as an E A -
w x  .module 3 . In particular, H G is free as a finitely generated torsion-A
 .H bAn 6 .  .free module over a PID; and the sequence H A H G ª 0A A
splits. We obtain the commutative diagram
 .T bAn 6 6 .  .T H A T H G 0A A A A
6 6
nu ul lA G
bn 6 6A G 0
 .in which the top-row splits. This provides b .
 .  .  .b « c . By b , every finitely A-generated subgroup of a torsion-free
 .reduced group G is A-projective. This shows that S G is A-solvableA
 .proving ii . In order to verify that A is a generalized rank 1 group, it is
 . w xenough to show that E A is semi-hereditary in view of 15 . For a finitely
 .generated right ideal I of E A , we consider an exact sequence
pn 6 .  .  .E A I ª 0 of right E A -modules. If d : T I ª IA is the evalua-A
 .d T pAn 6  . .  .tion map, then T E A IA ª 0 is a split-exact sequence by b .A
Therefore, the top-row of the commutative diagram
 .  .H d H T pA A An 6 6  . .  .H T E A H IA 0A A A6 6
nf fE A.
pn 6 6 .E A I 0
splits in which f is the evaluation map.
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 .  .c « a . We write A s A [ ??? [ A where each A is indecompos-1 n i
able, and consider a pure non-zero subgroup U of A for some i. We cani
find pure subgroups V and W of A containing U such that VrU isi
divisible, WrU is reduced, and A rU s VrU [ WrU. Since A rV (i i
 .  .  .A rU r VrU ( WrU is reduced, A rV is A-solvable by c . Becausei i
 .the generalized rank 1 group A is flat as an E A -module, V is A-solva-
 .  .ble, and H V is a non-zero pure submodule of H A . But this is onlyA A i
 .  .possible if H V is a direct summand of H A . Consequently, V s A ,A A i i
and A is a Murley group. In particular, every non-zero map a : A ª A isi i j
a monomorphism.
 .Suppose that i and j are indices with Hom A , A / 0 buti j
 .Hom A , A s 0, and let e : A ª A be the projection with kernelj i i i
 .  .[ A . Then, e E A Hom A , A e s 0, yieldsk i i j ik / i
0 / E A Hom A , A e : N E A , .  . . .i j i
which is not possible since generalized rank-1 groups have a semi-prime
endomorphism ring. Therefore, A and A are quasi-isomorphic, hencei j
w x  .isomorphic 13, p. 148 whenever Hom A , A / 0. We can thereforei j
rewrite the given decomposition of A as A ( B n1 [ ??? [ B nm where each1 m
 .B is an indecomposable Murley group, and Hom B , B s 0 for i / j.i i j
In order to show that each B is irreducible, we consider a prime p withi
 . / 0r B s 1. The group G s [ B has p-rank 2 and contains a p-pure/ 0p i i2
free subgroup X of rank 2/ 0 such that GrX is p-divisible. Since
Ã Ã .Ext GrX, Z s 0, every map from X into Z can be extended to G. Thisp p
Ãshows that Z is B -generated. Moreover, every finitely A-generatedp i
Ã Ã .subgroup of Z is A-solvable by c , and so Z itself is A-solvable. Take anp p
ÃA-balanced epimorphism F ª Z with kernel K where F s [ B forp iI
Ãsome index-set I. If we apply T H to the sequence 0 ª K ª F ª Z ªA A p
Ã0, we obtain an A-balanced sequence 0 ª P ª F ª Z ª 0 where Pp
 .is A-projective. Since S P s 0 for all j / i, we have that P is B -B ij Ãprojective. This shows that Z is B -solvable. Since B is an indecompos-p i i
 .  .able generalized rank 1 group, E B b ( E B for each non-zero b g B .j i i
  ..  .If r E B - r B , then B has at least Goldie-dimension 2 as an0 i 0 i i
 .  .E B -module. This is because QB is a vector space over QE B sincei i i
 .E B is semi-prime. Consequently we can find a monomorphismi
Ã 2 .  .  .  .a : E B [ E B ª B of left E B -modules. Hence, H Z is isomor-i i i i B pi
Ã Ã Ã l .  .phic to a subgroup of T H Z ( Z . Since H Z ( Z for someB B p p B p pi i i
 .non-zero integer l, this is not possible. Therefore, B and E B have thei i
w xsame rank and B is irreducible 19 .i
Finally, assume that B rpB / 0 for some j. Then, there exists a non-zeroj j
Ã Ãmap f: B ª Z . Since 0 ª P ª F ª Z ª 0 is A-balanced, f induces aj p p
non-zero map from B into F s [ B , which is only possible if i s j.j iI
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 .  .  ni.  ni.   .  ..Therefore, E A rpE A ( E B rpE B ( Mat E B rpE B (i i n i ii
 .Mat ZrpZ since B is a Murley group. This shows that A is p-simple.n ii
 .  .A group A is called finitely faithful if for any right ideal I of E A
  ..respectively, I is of finite index in E A , IA / A; and A is an S-group if
A generates each subgroup B of finite index in A. Arnold shows that A
 .being a finitely faithful S-group is equivalent to Ext A, A being torsion-
 w x.free Corollary 5.2 from 9 ; and the strongly homogeneous finitely faithful
S-groups are precisely the groups of the form B n for some irreducible
 w x.Murley group B Corollary 6.3 from 9 . Therefore, our last result gives an
additional characterization of strongly homogeneous finitely faithful
S-groups:
COROLLARY 1.2. The following conditions are equi¨ alent for a torsion-free
abelian group A of finite rank:
 .a A is a strongly homogeneous finitely faithful S-group.
 .  . nb QE A is a simple algebra and e¨ery pure exact sequence A ª G
ª 0 with G reduced splits.
 .The conditions in part a of Theorem 1.1 simplify if A is completely
decomposable:
COROLLARY 1.3. The following conditions are equi¨ alent for a completely
decomposable group A of finite rank:
 . na E¨ery pure exact sequence A ª G ª 0 in which G is reduced
splits.
 .b If A and A are non-isomorphic rank 1 summands of A, then1 2
A q A s Q.1 2
One of the important properties of a Butler group G is that
1 .Bext G, T s 0 for all torsion groups T. We shall see in Theorem 2.7 that
A-Butler groups, for certain classes A, exhibit analogous behaviour. For
the proof of Theorem 2.7 we need to know what the A-solvable torsion
groups are in the case that A is an irreducible indecomposable Murley
group. It is easy to see that irreducible groups are homogeneous, so the
type of such a group is defined. We represent the type of an irreducible
 .group A by a sequence h of non-negative integers and symbols `.p
THEOREM 1.4. Let A be p-simple for all primes p and of the form
A ( B n1 [ ??? [ B nm where each B is an irreducible indecomposable Murley1 m i
w .xgroup of type h and rank at least 2. A torsion group G is A-sol¨ able ifi, p
and only if
 .i G is reduced, and
 .ii for e¨ery i s 1, . . . , m, either h s 0 or h s ` for almost alli, p i, p
primes p with G / 0.p
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Proof. Suppose there is a non-zero A-solvable torsion group G which
w xis not reduced. Let p be a prime such that G p / 0. Clearly ArpA / 0.
 4There exists exactly one index i g 1, . . . , m with B / pB . Since B is ani i i
 .irreducible indecomposable Murley group with r B ) 1, every pure0 i
subgroup V of B with rank 1 cokernel has the property that B rV ( Q.i i
 `.Hence, B contains a subgroup W such that B rW ( Z p . Then, as ai i
 `.direct summand of G, Z p is A-solvable.
w xBy Theorem 2.1, A is a generalized rank 1 group. From 4 , kernels of
maps between A-solvable groups are A-solvable. Since B and B rW arei i
 .A-solvable, the same holds for W. But Hom B , B s 0 for i / j yieldsj i
 .  .  .  .H W s H W . Therefore, H W is a non-zero ideal of E B which isA B B ii i
 .  .only possible if E B rH W is bounded as an abelian group. Applyingi Bi
 `.   .  ..the functor T yields that Z p ( T E B rH W is bounded, aA A i Bi
contradiction. Therefore, G is reduced.
 4For i g 1, . . . , m , let F be a full free subgroup of B and writei i
m  4  .G s [ G where G s [ G N B / pB . Since G is A-solvable, H Gj j p j j Ajs1
  .  ..is torsion as an abelian group, because otherwise T H G rtH G s 0A A A
would yield a contradiction to the fact that generalized rank 1 groups are
 .faithfully flat. Consequently, Hom B rF , G is torsion as a subgroup ofi i i
 .H G . Since there always exists a non-zero homomorphism between twoA
 .non-zero reduced p-groups, B rF is divisible for all but finitely manyi i p
wprimes p with G / 0 and B / pB . By a result of Warfield 6, Theoremp i i
x  . w .x1.10 , the structure of B rF determines the inner type IT B s t ofi i i i, p
B in such a way that, for all but finitely many primes p with G / 0 andi p
B / pB , we have t s 0. Since B is homogeneous, we obtain thati i i, p i
 .  .type B s IT B , and so h s 0 for almost all primes p with G / 0i i i, p p
and B / pB .i i
Conversely, let G be a reduced torsion group as in the theorem, and
write G s [m G as in the previous paragraph. Because the class ofjjs1
A-solvable groups is closed under finite direct sums, it is enough to show
 .that each G is A-solvable for each i. Since Hom B , G s 0 for i / j, it isi j i
enough to show that G is B -solvable. Hence, we may assume that A is ani i
w .xirreducible indecomposable Murley group of type h . We select a purep
rank 1 subgroup U of A, and consider the exact sequence 0 s
 .  .  .Hom ArU, G ª Hom A, G ª Hom U, G in which the first term van-
ishes since ArU is divisible. Since h s 0 for almost all primes p withp
 .  .G / 0, we have Hom U, G is torsion, and the same holds for Hom A, G .p
 4We want to remind the reader that a family H N j g J of abelianj
 .groups is A-small if, for every map a g Hom A, [ H , there is ajjg J
 .finite subset J9 of J such that a A : [ H . While the class ofjjg J 9
A-solvable groups need not be closed with respect to arbitrary direct sums,
it is closed with respect to direct sums of A-small families. Since we have
 4just shown that G N A / pA is an A-small family, it suffices to establishp
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that all of the G are A-solvable. If p is a prime with A / pA, thenp
wArpA ( ZrpZ provides that every bounded p-group is A-solvable by 2,
xProposition 3.1 , and hence, every finite subgroup of G is A-solvable. On
the other hand, finitely A-generated p-groups are finitely cogenerated
since A has finite rank. Therefore, the finitely A-generated subgroups of
G are A-solvable, and the same holds for G .p p
 .The requirement that r B ) 1 in the last result is necessary since, if0 i
 `.A has rank 1, then Z p is A-solvable for all primes p with A / pA.
However, the arguments used in the last proof can easily be adopted to
show
THEOREM 1.5. Let A be a completely decomposable group which is
p-simple for all primes p. Write A ( B n1 [ ??? [ B nm where each B is a rank1 m i
w .x1 group of type h . A torsion group G is A-sol¨ able if and only ifi, p
 .i G s 0 for all primes p with A s pA, andp
 .ii for e¨ery i s 1, . . . , m, either h s 0 or h s ` for almost alli, p i, p
primes p with G / 0.p
COROLLARY 1.6. Let A be p-simple for all primes p and of the form
A s A [ A such that A ( B n1 [ ??? [ B nm where each B is an indecom-1 2 1 1 m i
 .posable irreducible Murley group whose rank is at least 2 with Hom B , B si j
0 for i / j, and A is completely decomposable. A torsion group G is2
A-sol¨ able if and only if G s G [ G such that G is A -sol¨ able for1 2 j j
j s 1, 2.
Proof. The corollary follows directly from the previous two theorems
since A and A are fully invariant in A.1 2
COROLLARY 1.7. Let A be p-simple for all primes p and of the form
A ( B n1 [ ??? [ B nm where each B is an indecomposable irreducible Murley1 m i
group of idempotent type which has rank at least 2. A torsion group G is
A-sol¨ able if and only if it is reduced.
2. A-BUTLER GROUPS
We extend the notion of a Butler group using the class of irreducible
indecomposable Murley groups as a substitute for the rank one groups. A
balanced sequence of R-modules, where R is an integral domain, is a
sequence 0 ª L ª M ª N ª 0 of R-modules relative to which each
rank-1 R-module is projective. Similarly, given a class A of abelian groups,
a sequence 0 ª G ª H ª K ª 0 of abelian groups is A-balanced if each
member of A is projective relative to the sequence. We want to remind
the reader that a group is finitely A-decomposable if it is of the form
A [ ??? [ A for some A , . . . , A g A.1 n 1 n
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DEFINITION 2.1.
 .a Let R be an integral domain. A Butler R-module is any torsion-
free R-module which is the balanced image of a finite rank completely
decomposable R-module.
 .b Given a class A of abelian groups, an A-Butler group is any
A-balanced image of a finitely A-decomposable group.
We assert that the standard characterizations of Butler groups carry
over to Butler R-modules if R is a PID. In the following, the symbol Q
represents the quotient field of the integral domain R, and R denotes the
integral closure of R in Q.
PROPOSITION 2.2. The following conditions are equi¨ alent for a subring R
of an algebraic number field.
 .a E¨ery rank-1 R-module is of the form I m X for some ideal I and a
rank-1 torsion-free abelian group X.
 .b pR is a primary ideal for e¨ery integral prime p such that pR / R.
 .  .Proof. a « b . Since QR is a finite dimensional integral domain, it is
a field, from which it follows that every ideal of R has finite index.
Therefore every non-zero prime ideal of R is maximal, and R is noethe-
rian. Consequently, a non-zero ideal I of R is primary precisely when I is
contained in exactly one maximal ideal of R. Suppose that there are
distinct maximal ideals P and P over pR. Then, R and R are p-local1 2 P P1 2
rank-1 R-modules since q f P for any integral prime q / p yields that qi
 .is invertible in R . By a , we can find ideals I and I of R such thatP 1 2i
R s I m Z for i s 1, 2. Since I and I are quasi-equal, the same holdsP i p 1 2i
?for R and R . In particular, R R s R as submodules of Q s QR.P P P P P1 2 1 2 1w xBut this contradicts R R s Q 16, p. 29 .P P1 2
 .  .b « a . Let M be a rank-1 R-module such that R : M : Q s QR,
and consider rank-1 pure subgroups X and Y of M. Then, MrRX : QrRX
is torsion, and we can find r g R such that rX l Y / 0. In as much as Y is
 .pure in M and X has rank 1, we obtain rX : Y. Since R ; E M , thisZ
 .  .yields type X F type Y , and M is homogeneous as an abelian group. In
w xparticular, M is X-solvable 20, Proposition 1 and M ( H m X. We show
 .that H s H M is isomorphic to an ideal of R s F R whereX p pgp p
 4p s p N pM / M . This will complete the proof of the proposition since
the ideals of R are of the form I m Z for some ideal I of R. Withoutp p
loss of generality, we may assume R s R .p
Set M s RM which is a rank-1 R-module containing M as a submodule
of finite index since nR : R for some non-zero integer n. Then, H s
 .H M contains H as an R-submodule of finite index. Suppose we haveX
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shown that mH : R for some non-zero integer m. Observe that the
.assumption R s R yields R s R. Then, nmH : nmH : nR : R, andp p
H ( nmH, an ideal of R.
 .Since M is a homogeneous group whose type is type X and R s R ,p
  ..  . the group H is homogeneous and its type is type E X s type R . It is
.easy to see that R is homogeneous. Hence, H also is homogeneous as an
 .  .abelian group and its type is type R s type R . Since R is Dedekind
domain, one can also consider the types of rank one modules over R.
This module type determines the module up to quasi-isomorphism of
R-modules.
To compute the type of H as an R-module, we select a non-zero h g H.
As with Z, the type of H as an R-module is the equivalence class of the
H H .  .  4 w  .x .height characteristic x h : spec R ª N j ` where x h P s n
n nq1 Hw  .x .provided h g P H _ P H and x h P s ` when no such n exists.
H R H .  . w  .x .Suppose that x h is not equivalent to x 1 . Then x h P ) 0 for
 .infinitely many P g Spec R . Since RrR is finite, there are only finitely
many integral primes p for which R / R ; let I be the set of thesep p
primes. When p f I and pR / R, pR / R and so pR is primary by our
assumption. But pR s pR has only one maximal ideal lying over it, fromp p
which we conclude that pR has a unique maximal ideal over it i.e., pR is
.primary .
It is a standard result from number theory that almost all integral
primes p with pR / R are unramified; meaning that for almost all
2  .integral primes p, P does not divide pR for all P g Spec R . Combining
 4these observations, we see that almost all primes in p N pR / R are inert,
i.e., remain prime in R. Hence, there are only finitely many primes
p , . . . , p with p R / R for which either p g I, or, p R is primary but1 m j j j
 .not prime of course, there may be no primes with this property .
  . 4Let S s P g Spec R N P lies over some p , j s 1, . . . , m and notej
that this set is finite. Thus,
spec R s pR N pR / R and p / p , . . . , p j S , .  51 m
because every prime ideal of R lies over some integral prime. Since
Hw  .x .  .x h P ) 0 for infinitely many primes in Spec R , we obtain h g pH
for infinitely many integral primes p. But this contradicts the fact that H
is a homogeneous group with idempotent type. Thus, H has the same type
as R as an R-module which implies that H is a fractional ideal of R.
If the additive group of R is an indecomposable Murley group, then R
 .is a PID such that pR is maximal hence primary in R whenever pR / R.
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COROLLARY 2.3. If R is a ring such that Rq is an indecomposable Murley
group, then the rank-1 R-modules are of the form R m X for some subgroup X
of Q.
Given a torsion-free ring R of finite rank and R-modules M and N, it
w x  .  .was shown in 14 that Hom M, N s Hom M, N provided there is aR
v  .  . vprime p such that p R s 0, r R s 1, r M - `, and p N s 0. Usingp p
this result, we can establish
LEMMA 2.4. Let R be a ring such that Rq is an indecomposable Murley
group. If M and N are finite rank torsion-free R-modules such that N is
 .  .reduced, then Hom M, N s Hom M, N .R
v  .Proof. We have p R s 0 and r R s 1 for every prime p with pR /p
 v .R. By the remark preceding the lemma, we have Hom M, Nrp N s
 v .  4Hom M, Nrp N for all these primes. Setting p s p N pR / R , sinceR
N is reduced, we obtain an exact sequence 0 ª N ª  NrpvN;pgp
which in turn induces the sequence
0 ª Hom M , N ª Hom M , NrpvN . .  .pgp
But,
Hom M , NrpvN s Hom M , NrpvN .  /
pgp pgp
s Hom M , NrpvN . R
pgp
 v .which shows that every map in Hom M, Nrp N is R-linear. Inpgp
 .  .particular, Hom M, N s Hom M, N .R
LEMMA 2.5. Let R be a ring such that Rq is an indecomposable Murley
group. If M is a reduced torsion-free group of finite rank which is R-generated,
then M is an R-module.
Proof. Let f : F ª M be an epimorphism where F s [ R. Ford
 .  .x g M and r g R, select y g F with f y s x and set rx s f ry . If
 .  .  .  .  .x s f y s f y , define f : R ª M by f s s f sy y f sy where1 2 1 2
 :s g R. Then, 1 g ker f , and Rr 1 # is divisible. Thus, f s 0 since M is
 .  .reduced, and f ry s f ry . A standard argument shows that the above1 2
defines an R-module structure on M.
 :Evidently, Rr 1 # is R-generated but not an R-module provided
R ­ Q; so the assumption that M be reduced in Lemma 2.5 is critical.
When R is a ring whose additive group is an indecomposable Murley
group, we use the symbol A to denote the family of rank-1 R-modules. ByR
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Corollary 2.3, the elements of A are of the form R m X for someR
subgroup X of Q. If X has type t , then we write A for R m X. Wet
require one last lemma before presenting our main result of this section.
LEMMA 2.6. If A is an indecomposable Murley group, then any finitely
A-generated A-projecti¨ e is A-free.
n  .  .mProof. If P [ P9 ( A for some n, then H P ( E A for some mA
m .  .since E A is a PID. Thus, P ( A ( T H P .A A
The main result of this paper can now be substantiated.
THEOREM 2.7. Let R be a ring such that Rq is an indecomposable Murley
group. The following conditions are equi¨ alent for a reduced torsion-free group
G of finite rank:
 .a G is an A -Butler group.R
 .b G is an R-module that is also a Butler R-module.
 .c G is the image of A [ ??? [ A for some A , . . . , A g A .1 n 1 n R
 .d G is a pure A -generated subgroup of A [ ??? [ A for someR 1 n
A , . . . , A g A .1 n R
 .e G is an R-generated group such that
 .  .i Typeset G is finite.
 .  .   ..ii For e¨ery type t , G t s G* t # [ P for some A -freet t
group P .t
 .   ..  .iii G* t #rG* t is finite for all types t .
 .  .f S G s G and an A -balanced exact sequence 0 ª T ª B ª GR R
ª 0 splits whene¨er T is a reduced torsion-group with T s 0 if R s pR.p
 .  .Proof. a « b . There exist A , . . . , A g A and an A -balanced1 n R R
fn 6sequence 0 ª K ª [ A G ª 0. By Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5, G has anjjs1
R-module structure which makes f into an R-module map. Let A be a
 .rank-1 R-module. Condition a yields that the induced sequence 0 ª
 .  .  .Hom A, K ª Hom A, [ A ª Hom A, G ª 0 is exact. By Lemma 2.4,j j
the homomorphism groups in this sequence coincide with their corre-
 .sponding subgroups of R-homomorphisms proving b . A similar argument
can be used to establish the converse of the previous implication. Observe
 .  .  .  .  .that the proofs for b « c , d are obvious. To verify c « b , we
f 6
consider a group homomorphism A [ ??? [ A G ª 0. As before, G1 n
carries an R-module structure which makes f an R-module map. Since R
is a PID, G is a Butler R-module.
 .  .d « b . Since G is R-generated, it is an R-module by Lemma 2.5, and
any pure embedding of G into N s A [ ??? [ A as abelian groups is an1 n
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 .R-module map Lemma 2.4 . We now show that G is a pure R-submodule
of N. As noted earlier, as R is irreducible and Murley, R is strongly
homogeneous. From Arnold's characterization of strongly homogeneous
w xrings 8 , any element of R is an integral multiple of a unit of R. If
x g G l rN for some r g R, then because R is strongly homogeneous,
r s ku for some integer k and some unit u. From the fact that G is a pure
subgroup of N, we have ky1 x g G l uN, and so uy1 ky1 x g G. There-
fore, x g nuG s rG. So G is a pure R-submodule of a finite rank
completely decomposable R-module, and is therefore a Butler R-module
since R is a PID.
 .  .a « e . Since G is an A -Butler module, we obtain an A -balancedR R
b 6
exact sequence 0 ª K ª C G ª 0 where C is a completely decom-
posable R-module of finite rank. By Lemma 2.4, b is an R-module map.
Because finitely generated torsion R-modules are finite R has p-rank at
.  . w xmost one for all primes p , e results using the arguments from 11
 .  . w xbecause R is a PID. The implication e « a follows from 11 for this
reason as well.
 .  .  .  .a « f . By Lemma 2.4, we have H M s Hom R, M s M if M isR R
a torsion-free reduced R-module of finite rank. Therefore, we may identify
 .  .M, H M , and T M , and replace u and f by the appropriateR R M H M .R
identity maps.
ba 6 6Consider an A -balanced sequence 0 ª T B G ª 0. It in-R
 .H a b#R 6 6 .  .  .duces the sequence 0 ª H T H B G ª 0 in which H TR R R
is torsion. To see this, observe that T is A-solvable by Theorem 1.4 since
R has idempotent type. Let A be a rank-1 R-module, and consider an
R-module map f : A ª G, to obtain the commutative diagram
 .T H a b##R R6 6 6 6 .  .0 T H T T H B G 0R R R R
6 6 6
u u 1l T B G
ba6 6 6 60 T B G 0
in which u is an isomorphism by Theorem 1.4. We can find a mapT
l: A ª B with bl s f. Using the above mentioned identifications, we
 .obtain b#H l s f. Since G is a Butler R-module by the equivalenceR
of the first four conditions in the theorem, the sequence 0 ª
 .H a b#R 6 6 .  .H T H B G ª 0 splits, and so does the top-row of theR R
diagram. But then, the original sequence splits.
 .  .f « c . In order to show that G is an A -Butler group, we show thatR
G is a Butler R-module. For this, we consider an R-balanced exact
sequence 0 ª T ª M ª G ª 0 where T is a torsion module. Since G is
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reduced, G does not contain a torsion-free divisible summand. Conse-
quently, we may assume that T is reduced. A slight modification of the
arguments used in the previous part of the proof yields the splitting of the
given sequence.
COROLLARY 2.8. Let R be a ring whose additi¨ e group is an indecompos-
able Murley group. An A -Butler group with linearly ordered typeset isR
A -decomposable.R
Proof. If G is an A -Butler group with linearly ordered typeset, then GR
is a Butler R-module with linearly ordered R-module typeset, and since R
is PID, G is isomorphic to a direct sum of rank-1 R-modules.
Our next result shows that our attempt to preserve a few basic proper-
ties of classical Butler groups forces us to restrict our discussion to A .R
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let A be a pseudo-rigid family of indecomposable
reduced torsion-free abelian groups of finite rank which contains a minimal
element A in the sense that each A g A is A -generated. The following0 0
conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  4a A is an irreducible Murley group, and A : X m A N X : Q .0 0
 .b Whene¨ er A9 is a finite subset of A and 0 ª U ª C ª G ª 0
is an exact sequence of torsion-free groups of finite rank with C A9-
decomposable, then
 .i U is an A9-Butler group if and only if it is A -generated,0
 . mii G s Q [ G9 for some m - v and some A9-Butler group G9,
and
 . < <iii If A9 s 1 and G is reduced, then U is a direct summand of C.
 .  .Proof. Observe that a « b is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.7.
 .  .b « a . Since the groups in A are indecomposable, Theorem 1.1
yields that the elements of A are irreducible Murley groups. Now consider
 .B g A and a non-zero map a : A ª B. By iii , ker a is a direct summand0
 .of A since B is reduced. Therefore, a is a monomorphism, and r A F0 0 0
 . w xr B . Since B is an A -solvable group by Theorem 1.1, 3 yields that the0 0
 .  .Z-purification a A # of a A in B is again A -generated. However,0 0 0
 .  .  .condition i in b shows that a A # is a B-Butler group. Therefore,0
 .  .a A # is B-generated, and we can find a non-zero map b : B ª a A #0 0
which is a monomorphism since it is a non-zero endomorphism of the
 .indecomposable irreducible Murley group B. Consequently, r B F0 a 6  . .  .r a A # s r A , and there is an exact sequence 0 ª A0 0 0 0 0
B ª T ª 0 with T torsion. It induces the exact sequence 0 ª
a 6 .  .  .  .H A H B ª M ª 0 for some E A -submodule M of H T .A 0 A 0 A0 0 0
Since B is A -solvable, the additive group of M has to be torsion since0
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 .  .otherwise Bra A ( T M would not be torsion because A is a0 A 00
 .  .faithful E A -module. This shows that H B is a rank-1 module over0 A0
 .  .  .E A , and there is a subgroup X of Q with H B s X m E A by0 A 00
 .Corollary 2.3. But then, B ( T H B ( X m A as desired.A A 00 0
As a main application of Theorem 2.7 we obtain the following structure
theorem for Butler R-modules.
THEOREM 2.10. Let R be indecomposable and Murley. The following
conditions are equi¨ alent for a torsion-free reduced group M of finite rank:
 .a M is a Butler R-module.
 .b M s R m B for some Butler group B.
 .  .Proof. b « a . Let C be a completely decomposable group of finite
rank mapping onto B. Then, R m C is an A -decomposable group whichR
maps onto M s R m B. Thus, M is an A -Butler group by Theorem 2.7.R
 .  .a « b . Let N be a completely decomposable R-module of finite rank
f 6
which fits into an exact sequence N M ª 0 of R-modules. By Propo-
sition 2.2, N s [n R m X for subgroups X , . . . , X of Q. Since S sj 1 njs1
R l Q is a pure subring of R, we obtain that C s [n S m X is a purejjs1
 .subgroup of N with R m C ( RC s N. The subgroup B s f C of M is a
classical Butler group.
We consider the commutative square
6 6





 .where m r m b s rb is an epimorphism. We aim to show that m is an
isomorphism and do so by considering p-adic localizations in order to
Ãdeduce that m is one-to-one. Let K denote the kernel of m. With Z equalp
Ã .to the ring of p-adic integers as before , we use L generally to denotep
ÃZ m L.p
ÃTensor the sequence 0 ª K ª R m B ª M ª 0 with Z to obtainp$Ã Ã . w x0 ª K ª R m B ª M ª 0. By the localrglobal theory 13 , K sp p p
Ã F K . Now B is contained as a pure subgroup in R m B under thep p
.identification with S m B and m is the identity map from B into M.
Ã Ã<Passing to localizations, m : B ª M is the identity map as well. SinceÃÃ Bp p pp
v ÃR has p-rank one, and p R s 0, R embeds as a subring of Z . Passing top$Ã Ã Ã .completions, R s Z . Therefore R m B s B and m is an isomor-Ãp p p p p
phism. This implies that K s ker m is zero as desired.
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